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OFFICIAL BULLETIN 
President's Christmas Message to Students: 
On the first Christmas night the world hos ever known, 
angels from Heaven sang of peace on earth and wel I they 
might, for the foundations of peace were being laid, un-
derstanding between men, and man's understanding of 
God. 
Nineteen hundred and forty-eight Christmas nights 
I. 
have come and gone, and still. there is so little peace, so 
little peace between notions and within 'notions because 
there is as yet so little understanding between men, and 
so little understanding of God. 
May the Christ Child brin~g you this Christmas above 
all else, the priceless gift of understanding, for with this 
giff will come peace. This wish will be my prayer for you 
and for the world during the Christmas season. 
CELESTIN J. STEINER, S. J. 
President" of Xavier Unive·rsity· 
1949 
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• Give Christmas Back To Christ 
THE local archdiocesan weekly recently carried a picture and caption that expressed such very fundamental ideas 
that they bear repeating here and are particularly pertinent 
to the Christmas season. This paper made a minor survey of 
holiday greetings to be had at department stores in the im- Tlte Talk Around Camp1ts 
mediate area and found all of them to depict representations 
that ran the gamut from dogs to sleighs and snow. Of course 
not all stores were surveyed and the ones that were investi-
gated were done so hastily. However the results are sig-
SO THEY SAY 
nificant. By Fred Netobill 
It has been nationally reported that 1,500,000,000 greet- e New school year has brought "new" south Hall, Students find; 
ing cards for the imminent holidays will be bought and sent Dorm Students to miss U. c. game because of scheduling quirk; Milk 
out in this country alone. And it isn't too hazardous a guess in gas tank; l\lerry Christmas. 
to say that fully 90% and more of these will have no refer- • • • 
ence whatever to Him Whose birthday is the occasion of this Old timers (sophomores or older) are beginning to notice 
feast. And this statement applies not to Christmas alone but 
to other holidays as well, pa.rticularly Jan. 1 and •Easter, that South Hall is not the same old place. To begin with, one 
wherein we wish everyone a happy time of it and all go out is immediately seized with loneliness upon entering South 
and fullfill the others' wishes, in many cases questionably so. Hall. Admittedly there are always lots of people there, but 
. Now let's analyze the situation: What should any of none of them are ever your friends. Everyone is in too much 
these seasonal events be without some relation to Christ? of a hurry to eat and get out. In! 
Exce_Pt for ~he Nativity, Christmas wo':1ld be just another. the old days you knew just where is not always true toda~. Thus 
day m our lives, and Easter the same, without the Resurrec- we see that the card playmg ban 
tion. Worst of all, except for Christ, there would be no to look for your friends because constitutes a health menance. 
Christianity. Were it not for His Incarnation, we should prob- each group had its favorite table, (See "South Hall", page three). 
ably be offering thanks for our existence and prosperity (if whereon it studied the vagaries What Goes On Here 
and when we did do it) to pagan deities, as the Greeks and of Hearts and Bridge. And you A little joke the scheduling 
Romans did. could depend upon them being fates played on the out of town 
If Christ is that fundamental to the holidays, then we there too. students was placing the X-UC 
can't "leave Him out in the cold" as the people of Bethlehem Cards and Life game during vacation time be-
did. Neither can we really have a Merry Christmas and a A fellow learned life then, for' tween semesters. The dorm stu-
Happy New Year, nor wish anyone either of them, without there is something about cards! dents are laughing themselves 
th_e peace. and love and charity that come into our hearts only 
1 
which relaxes one and prompts silly over it ... W?at Xavier stu-
w1th Christ. him to share his experiences i dent nearly had his car conk out 
Then why not make a practical application of Christian- with others: Within a month you on him on the Dixie Highway 
ity to our lives, in this instance at least, and greet your friends knew every detail of each of after putting milk in the gas tank 
and relatives with a "Merry Christmas and a Happy New your friend's lives. Quick! right to. prove it could run on any-
WO C 00 S 
Highlight• of the NFCCS re-
gional° council meeting held at 
Ursuline college, Louisville, last 
Sunday, Dec. 13, was the request 
of two more schools for accept-
ance into the Cincinnati region. 
The Good Samaritan Hospital 
School of Nursing and St. Joseph 
college, Maple Mount, Ky., sent 
delegates to the meeting. They 
indicated that the nurses and 
Maple Mounters were desirous of 
initiating active work in the Fed-
eration. 
Approximately fifty. students, 
representing nine schools, at-
tended the meeting .. 
Xavier's Bob Dauer and Dan 
Brown presented before the coun-
cil their plans for a literary mag-
azine. The proposal was greeted 
with much enthusiasm, the coun-
cil agreeing that they continue 
their work and present a final 
report at the next meeting in 
February at St. Mary of the 
Springs college. 
Xavier Students 
Heading For Home, 
Says 'X' Pollster 
By Dick Fairbank•. Jr. 
According to Xavier's own 
pollster, one Delmo Hoper, Ev-
anston students have again chos-
en "Holidays at Home" by a score 
of 3 to O. Mr. Hoper, in his first 
successful poll hince he picked 
Joe Louis to beat Jim Braddock 
in 1936, has discovered that this 
year more Musketeers than ever 
before will be making the home-
ward trek under the influence of 
a most nostalgic Yuletide season. 
Statistics obtained and com-
piled by this master number-
juggler disclosed that for some 
of the resident students, being 
homeward bound means quite a 
bit more than just a crosstown 
trip on the "E" bus. Most of.the 
more than 600 out-of-state stu-
dents will cover the country from 
California to Rhode Island and 
from Wisconsin to Florida to 
spend a hometown Christmas. 
According to the survey, the 
students who hail from foreign 
lands are not to be outdone in 
the prevailing spirit as several 
of these have planned to be home 
for the Holidays. At the top of 
the distance list are Victor Gon-
zales and Luis Pietri who have 
booked an air passage to San 
Juan, Puerto Rico, come the end 
of this week. Year" that has a meaning to it-send a holiday card that now, without hesitating, name thing? 
really says something, one that gives the real essence of your best friend's most recent ---------------------------
Christmas by depicting the Birth of the Babe. triumph. Ha! you don't know, I · I 
Have you already stocked up on holiday greetings that but if you and he were spending Letter To Tlie Ediior 
ignore Him? Do you want any that don't leave Him out? a leisurely hour around the card . 
Cards that express the true Christmas wish are to be had table you would. JI oice OJ A Gi·ad 
at the switchboard, in Fr. Dietz's office and from any mem- The card playing ban is also Dear Editor: 
ber of the Student Council for the reasonable price of 21 to a serious hinderance to culture 
h d 11 B 1 Though this comes as anti cli-t e o ar. uy severa boxes-remember that the money vultures striving to keep up with t f tb 11 b made from these sales goes to the support of the foreign mis- Buz Sawyer, Steve Canyon, and max 0 a 00 a . anquet p~r 
sions. Let's give Christmas back to Christ! th t W"th " · " b l excellence, I would hke to famil-
When a young man is on the loose, he is likely to get tight. 
. he dres · 1f gam.mgt d a 0 ·t 'iarize my friends at Xavier with is e , men o means JUS o no . . 
leave a newspaper behind after ~ few of my sent:ments c~ncern­
f' · h' 't 1 · k f mg the team of 48 and its po-m1s mg 2 • t is a nown act t t' 1 . ,49 If 1 b 
• 
• J that a good card game, either en ia I~ • remem. er cor-
A.n Accolade To Tlte 1'1asq1te Society watched or participated in, ,vill rectly, it was a .Jesuit who 
IF EVER t f 'th · d k" . 'f" d k f h'. advocated to a certam class I at-'t phrema ured a1 mhan un erta m? wa~ Jl;lSti ie , mad e1 any :ntanb h~rgdetf is pthaper tended, "do what you do." In the 1 was t at exten ed to t e Masque Society m its pro- an eave i e in or o ers. f 11 . I t d · · · · Th· f f o ow mg prepare o root and V~cttionLof D~a1ryd_of 1scotdlandh. First came the faith J?irector 1~, fo 11course, osterhs love tforf root hard for Xavier! lC or . ia isp aye -t at good drama at Xavier was ones e ow man on t e par o . 
possible. His faith was followed at various times by mani- the finder of the paper,. and like- '-:he subJect I am about to 
festations from the University, administratiQn, the Masque wise enriches the fund of com- write of may s~und m?re like 
members themselves, and <we humbly submit), the XU News. munity knowledge on the fun- that you hear m a philosophy 
The overwhelmingly .brilliant success of the moving nies._sports, and Ollie James. (The ~lass than what would seem ap-. 
Maxwell Anderson drama at..-€ach of its four presentations front page and the editorials- i.opos at a football banquet. I be-
portends a glowing future for coming undertakings by Xavier excepting funny cracks between heve'. however, you will agree 
in the world of the theater. Merely to laud all responsible editorials, were seldom read.) th~t its appea~ is ~niversal. As 
t" f th' t · · ff' · S f" . fa1 as football itself 1s concerned par ies or is grea success is msu ic1ent. uf ice it to say Clean Tables 1 am t"ll h f th · ' 
that the blanket of satisfaction derived is a partial reward It might also be remembered seaso~. 1 oarse rom e current 
for the faith extended. An additional reward is suggested that tables were kept scrpulously Now I am going to throw some 
by the ques~on m~ny ct!re now asking: What theater will be clean so that the pasteboards words, so hold your hats! 
large enoug to an e the crowds bound to attend the would not stick together. Quite - Let us suppose the world with 
Masque's next production? obviously, if a table "'as clean 11 't 
Keep your heart up and you'll do it.-Robert Louis Stevenson. 
.. a 1 s people and contemporary 
enough for Hearts, it was clean factions were conducting a co-
enough to eat upon. The latter lossal pokel' game and it was 
stipulated that at a given time 
in the very near future all the 
cards must be shown simultan-
eously. Now wouldn't that be 
something? I am convinced that 
the cards in hearts, minds, souls, 
policies, governments and all pos-
sible combinations of these com-
prising the totality of human ex-
istence would all culminate in 
wholesale discarding accomplish-
ed with a frantic demand for 
some decent cards. 
God, in His omnipotence is the· 
only entity capable of knowing 
all that transpires in the universe 
and this simultaneously. Let us 
out of respect and love for Him, 
coupled with a justifiable pride 
in ourselves get the right cards 
in om· hands. 
I think, winning or losing, the 
1948 football team of Xavier Uni-
versity held a mighty fine hand. 
Here is to 1949 with a pat hand 
our goal. 
Some day, you know, we will 
play Notre Dame! 
"Gus.. 1'1oormann, '32 . 
Ed. Note: Yes, South Bend isn't 
too far. 
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Council To. Act CHRISTMAS CHARITY BALL Charlie Spivak 
On Chan_ge • TO OPEtf'X' HO LIDA y SEASON May ~lay 
In C~nst1tut1on FIELDHousE READY At Jun~or ~rom 
Declaring that the consti- • • R d C d Ready to sign their contract 
tution, in listing the powers of Lib1·m·y T'? Remai.n FOR DANCE DEC. 17 eCOr rOtV to have Shep Fields and his 
the Social Committee was not Open Dztl"lng Holiday · The annual Christmas dance, A d Pl orchestra play for the Junior 
only vague and ~oorl; worded The ~vansto~ Campus Ii- known this year as the Christ- tten S ll y Promenade at Castle Far~, 
but even unfair to Student brary will remam open during mas Charity Ball, will take Jan. 14 news came late this 
· t h I'd B k Playing before a full house or ' 
organizations,' Paul G o r m a n, 
chairman of the Judicial Board, 
asked Student Council at this 
week's meeting to enact an 
amendment allowing g ~ o ups 
that intend to hold a closed party 
to act without submitting their 
budget to the Social Committee 
for approval. 
the Chris mas 0 1 ays. 00 s on the aspect of a benefit week to Committee Chairman 
·n b d t th l t near capacity house of 250 each 
wi e ue a e regu ar wo- tomorrO\" n1'ght i'n the F1'eld- · · Tom Link that the Fields orches-k · d d' t Al • evenmg of their four night stand 
wee perm , accor mg o - house. All proceeds will go to at South Hall, the Masque So- tra will disband this month. The 
bert Werst, librarian. Students the L1'ttle S1'sters of the S1'ck- . f 11 . committee immediately began h d t i t d t th c1ety success u y magurated a ~ 0 0 n~ n en ~ use e Poor who will use the money to new era in Xavier dramatics un- negotiations to sign Charlie Spi-
hbrary during the Christmas re- vak and his orchestra. 
cess must renew their books give needy children a merry der the direction of Victor L. 
on Dec. 18• Christmas. Dial. Coupled with the temporary se-lection of Spivak was the an-
nouncement that Pat Riley, Eve-
ning College student, had been se-
lected by the committee as queen 
of the Prom. She will be crowned 
Fines will be charged on all George Clayton, chairman of Their presentation of the Max-
over due books. the Ball committee, emphasized well Anderson drama, Mary of 
The proposed amendment, to 
be voted on at Council's Jan. 3 
meeting, resulted from a fiery 
Judicial Board "trial" to decide 
whether the Campus Committee 
could bypass the Sodal Com-
mittee in preparing a. party-
budget. According to the present 
wording of the constitution, the 
Campus Committee could not hold 
its affair without the Social 
Committee's permission. 
The amendment, as submitted 
in writing by Councilman Paul 
Thiemann, reads as follows: "The 
Social Committee shall have th~ 
power and authority from Stu-
dent Council to approve, foster, 
supervise, and/or direct all so-
(Continued on Page 7) 
Clear All Lockers? 
Rentals To· Begin 
All locks and equipment must 
be removed from the lockers by 
Saturday, Dec. 18, according to 
the Rev. J. Peter Buschmann, 
S.J., assistant dean of the Liberal 
Arts College. 
The lockers will be rented dur-
ing the next semester for $1.25, 
75 cents of which will be refund-
ed at the end of the semester 
when the key or lock is returned. 
Locker rentals may be made at 
the Bookstore on or after Jan. 3. 
A "first-come, first-serve" pro-
cedure will be followed. 
Writer Charges 'All For Me' Boys 
With Cluttering Of South Hall 
News staff photographer Pat Gleeson caught this view of a small 
heap of South Hall's daily trash heap. 
By Jim Bechtold 
"One for all, and all for one." These are the famous 
words which identify the three Musketeers and it seems that 
their rallying call could be put to good use here at Xavier 
where the word Musketeer is a tradition. There seems to be 
little of the "all for one" idea around the campus and a great 
deal of the "All for me" variety. · 
In explaining the point it might your lunch YQU have to dispose 
be a good idea to take each of of his empty bottles, cups, and 
you as an individual. to South other garbage. This situation 
Hall for a look around. Such a description isn't a very 
The time is about noon and it nice one and should be consid-
seems as though about every- ered disgraceful since this is a 
body is here for the purpose of university campus where every-
putting away their noon meal. one is supposed to know better. 
You go through the line and pick Remember, this is your campus 
out your lunch and then proceed and you , should take enough 
to find a place to eat it. There pride in it to help keep it clean. 
is an open table at the end of A little coperation from every-
the hall so you head for it. What one is all we need to keep things 
follows happens all tOo often in order. If you see your buddy 
considering that this is a college neglecting his duty to you and 
campus. The fellows who used the rest of the students remind 
the table before you were of the him of it. Keeping South Hall a 
"all for me" variety and have clean and respectable place rests 
left it cluttered with trash. Be- with each of you, so let's all see 
fore you can sit down and enjoy what we can do about it. 
the fact that the dance is for a Scotland, was well recevied by 
worthy cause and expressed the students, faculty and other Cin-
hope that dorm students will re- cinnati theater devotees. 
al·n i· c· 1· t' th t extra day at ceremonies that evening. m n me nna 1 a It marked the first showing of 
to combine a good time with an a three act production since the 
act of charity, group presented Whistling in 
The Prom committee, now that 
has promised to bring a "name" 
band for the prom, will have en-
gaged two "name" orchestra's 
since the war. Johnny Long and 
his orchestra with "Shanty Town" 
played in 1947. 
Charlie Lohmueller, already a the Dark, under the direction of 
popular XU favorite, has been Louis Feldhaus, in 1942. Feldhaus 
contracted to play from nine to is now an assistant professor of 
one for the informal dance. The English. 
committee has also planned a 
surprise entertainment for inter-
missions. 
Tickets may be purchased only 
at the door tomorrow night. The 
price, $2.00 per couple, has been 
set slightly above normal for the 
cause of charity. 
A large Christmas tree, placed 
on the side of the floor, will be 
the center of decorations. Re-
freshments will be served on the 
tables surrounding the dance 
floor. Members of the decorating 
committees are: Joe Emmett, 
Bill Reinhardt, Ed and John Vet-
ter, Jerry Feiertag, Bob Stenger, 
and Tom Yash. 
Frosh-Soph Hop 
Set For Feb. 18 
At Castle Far1n 
Sophomore Cfoss President Paul 
O'Brien said this week arrange-
ments are being made for the 
a n n u a 1 Freshman - Sophomore 
Hop. The dance, a highlight on 
the social' calendar, will be held 
Feb. 18 at Castle Farm. 
Clyde Trask and his orchestra 
have bee.n tentatively named to 
provide the music. Cost of the 
dance will be $2.00 per couple. 
The affair will be informal. 
Tickets will be put on sale the 
week of Jan. 16 and will be lim-
ited to freshmen and sophomores 
the first week. After that, any 
student may purchase a ticket. 
The tickets will be kept on sale 
throughout the exam weeks and 
during registration for the con-
venience of the students. 
Debaters Eke Out 
Win Over Edgecliff 
In a contest over the national 
inter-collegiate forensic t op i c 
concerning federal aid to educa-
tion, the Philopedian Society de-
feated the debaters of Our Lady 
of Cincinnati before a small gath-
ering at McAuley Hall on Our 
Lady of Cincinnati's campus last 
Friday. 
John Hiltz, Bob Mulvaney, and 
Len Supple upheld the neg~tive 
for Xavier whilEl' Elaine Huber, 
Mary Claire L e i s, and Mary 
Therese Duwell took the affirma-
tive. 
Rev. C. R. Steinbicker, judge 
of the debate and a graduate of 
Xavier, said that the debate was 
closely fought and the subject 
w a s n ' t completely exhausted, 
leaving room for further debates. 
Ray Schlichte, president of the 
club, said there will be a return 
engagement sometime in Janu-
ary. Both teams will then switch 
sides. 
According to Dial, a second pro-
duction will be forthcoming in 
the spring, but as yet the play 
has not been selected. 
FYC Group Plans 
Bowling Party 
First Year C 1 u b president, 
"Mike" Murphy, has announced 
plans for a bowling party to be 
held on Sunday, Dec. 19. All 
members will meet at 7 p.m. at 
the Evening College and trans-
portation to the bowling alleys 
will be pro.vided. 
Other plans of the group in-
clude Christmas caroling during 
the holidays. A skating party 
scheduled for Sunday, Jan 9, will 
be held at Sefferino's Walnut 
Hills rink. Tickets for this may 
be obtained from any member 
of the First Year Club or at the 
Evening College office. 
Chm·al Cl1tb To Sing 
Art Volk, business manager of 
the Choral Club has completed 
plans for his organization to sing 
Christmas carols at Good Samar-
itan Hospital, Dec. 20 and at the 
Little Sisters of the Poor, Dec. 
26. The group is singing at the 
Evening College this evening. 
P1·om bids will go on sale the 
first week of 1949 and will sell 
for $4.00. The prom wil be semi-
formal as in former years, the 
committee said, with an expected 
attendance of 600 couples. 
Those appointed to the com-
mittee are: Gene Driscoll, Paul 
Thiemann, Jim Charles, Gene 
Mahaney, Dick Geiger, Bob 
Schildmeyer and Tom Link. 
Five Colleges Join 
Revived JCNA 
Four eastern and one midwest-
ern university have joined the 
reactivated Jeusit College News-
paper Association since its revival 
last October, according to John 
A. Waddell, news director. Schools 
now in the association are: John 
Carroll, Loyola of Baltimore, 
Canisius, Holy Cross, Le Mayne 
and Xavier. 
A new insignia for the associa-
tion patterned after the ·pre-war 
model has been sent to all mem-
ber institutions. The insignia was 
designed by Clem Joerling, com-
mercial artist, Tom Gray, car-
toonist for the association, has 
drawn several pictures which 
were reproduced in Jesuit college 
papers. 
Please - may I make 
a Suggestion! 
The Purple Cow is the place to meet 
When Xavier men want to treat 
Each other or their girl friend fair 
To food fit for a millionaire. 
Fountain Square Hotel Cincinnati, Ohio 
For 
GOOD TASTE 
GOOD HEALTH 
MILK 
Aaladepeadutl .... lMI 
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CAGERS TO MEET SIX HOLIDAY FOES 
BOWLING .GREEN, /SETON 
HALL, ONTARIO TOP LIST 
GEORGETOW.N FIRST, 
IS CHARITY CONTEST 
By Jim Keefe 
Xavier's resurgent Musketeers, 
after losing to Indiana, will be 
striving for a rebound victory 
when they meet Georgetown, Ky., 
college Saturday in a charity 
game at Paris, Ky. The Muskies 
will enter the game with a rec-
ord of one victory and one loss 
in two contests. · 
Georgetown compiled a record 
of ten wins and 14 defeats last 
year but this stale record can-
not be an accurate yardstick for 
measurement. The Bluegrass in-
stitution is one of the many 
small-name colleges in the coun-
try who specialize in the night-
mare of "bigtime" schools-the 
basketball upset. Georgetown has 
13 returnees from last year's 
squad and this surplus of veter-
ans will probably give Xavier a 
very busy evening. 
Starting Five 
Heading the list of Coach C. 
Q. Smith's hoopsters is Jason 
Baker, a 6'2" forward and Ken 
Sinkhorn, a 6' junior. Baker is 
the only senior on the squad 
while Sinkhorn led the Tigers in 
scoring last year. Bob Voskuhl 
at center and Ken Cole and Dan 
Hale at guards round out the 
probable starting five for George-
town. 
Coach Lew Hirt wil probably 
combat the Kentucky sharp-
shooters with the same lineup 
that has started the first two 
games this season. This means 
that · Malcolm McMullen, Bob 
Alston, Art Morthorst, Jim Kar-
. tholl, and Chick Boxwell or Bill 
Cady will get the nod from the 
genial Muskie mentor. 
ONTARIO 
By Jim Keefe 
Xavier will attempt to build 
another fine home record as it 
goes for its second home victory 
Capt. 'Mac' 
Monday night in the Fieldhouse. 
The University of Western On-
tario's Mustangs will provide the 
opposition in this holiday tilt. 
Last year the Musketeers won 15 
straight at home, before dropping 
the last two host games to Ken-
tucky and Cincinnati. 
Best In Canada 
Coach John Metras is bringing 
down from our neighbors to the 
north a tall, rangy team that will 
give away no height advantage 
to the Musketeers. The Mustangs 
are led by George Wearring, a 
six foot-five inch center, who is 
said to be terrific on rebounds. 
Wearring was second to forward 
Bob Phipps in Western Ontario 
scoring last year. Phipps will also 
be able to harrass Xavier's de-
fensive efforts. Paul Thomas, this 
year's captain, and George Ar-
rott, a small, fast hoopster built 
along the lines of Kentucky's 
Ralph Beard, J.m probably start 
at guards. Don Scott will be at 
the other forward position. 
Won 15, Lost 10 
Western Ontario won 15 games 
and lost 10 last year. Against 
common foes, the Mustangs lost 
to the University of Detroit 
twice, 54-51, and 46-44, while the 
Musketeers defeated the Titans, 
59-38. Xavier defeated Lawrence 
Tech, 66-50, while the Mustangs 
lost to Tech, 82-67. Against the 
awesome Kentucky W i 1 d c a t s, 
both teams lost; Xavier succumb-
ing twice, 79-37 and 59-37, while 
the Mustangs lost a lone engage-
ment, 98-41. 
BG 
By Jude Hils 
What will probably be one of 
the top home games of the bas-
ketball season will be run off 
Jan. 1, when the Bowling Green 
Falcons lay their national rank-
ing on ~he line while trying to 
break a two-year jinx ·of being 
upset by the Musketeers at the 
Fieldhouse. 
The Bee Gees will again fea-
ture height plus with 6'11" Chuck 
Share and the 6'6" Mac Otten in 
.. the starring roles. They have lost 
few men from last season's fine 
club and will be out to ring .in 
the New Year right by heaping 
it on the Hirtmen. 
Malcolm McMullen, tall, blond 
Captain for the 1948-49 season, 
was right behind teammate Art 
Morthorst in the scoring race last 
year. The be-spectacled pivot 
man dropped in 314 points. Mac 
led the Musketeers in scoring in 
six contests last year and was 
second in eight others. He is the 
only senior on Xavier's young 
squad. 
Malcolm is 6'5" tall, but his 
height is not a hindrance to him 
on the basketball floor or on the 
dance floor. · 
Mac is not only a fine basket-
ball player but an excellent golf-
er as well. He is a mainstay of 
Xavier's niblickers in the spring 
season. 
LOYOLA 
By Frmik Sommerkamp 
The '48-'49 edition of the Xavier 
basketeers will meet the rampag-
ing Loyola of Baltimore quintet 
at Baltim~re Tuesday evening, 
Jan. 4. 
The easterners most impressive 
games to date include a 66-42 
thumping of Baltimore Univer-
sity, and a 77-75 victory over the 
University of Maryland. 
This contest marks the initial 
athletic meeting between the two 
schools. 
SETON 
By Ray Sullivan 
The Musketeer cagers will meet 
one of the toughest quintets in 
the east when they invade South 
Orange, N. J., Jan. 5, for their 
tilt with Seton Hall college. 
The Pirates have a veteran 
team built around their star and 
Co-Captain, Frank (Pep) Saul, 
who scored 304 points last year 
in 22 games. At the other guard 
is 6'3" Dick Hammock. Harry 
Renner, 6'8'' center, Walt Cibrow-
Hirt To Lead 
Hoop Squad 
For Third Year 
By Jttck Scliroeder 
Lewis R. Hirt, Xavier Univer-
sity's head basketball coach, is 
serving his third year in this 
capacity after compiling one of 
the most outstanding prep school 
records in Ohio in his direction 
of Hamilton Public and Catholic 
high schools. 
A fundamentalist with a sound 
knowledge and appreciation of 
court tactics, Hirt assumed ·coach-
ing duties at XU in 1946 to fur-
ther realize his ambition of bring-
ing forth the f~ll talent of men 
interested in playing the game 
competently. 
DePauw Grad 
A graduate of DePauw uni-
versity in 1925, he played both 
football and basketball, winning 
All-Midwest honors in the latter. 
After initial coaching exposures 
at Defiance and Fostoria, he went 
to Hamilton Public in 1930 as 
athletic director, football and 
basketball coach. 
In 1936-37, his club won the 
stale basketball title and the 
following campaign, with an al-
most entirely new team, they 
went to the semi-finals, only to 
lose by one point. 
Hirt's 1945 Hamilton Catholic 
combination won 21 straight in 
regular season competition but 
then dropped a close contest to 
Middletown, eventual champion, 
in the state prep school tourna-
ment. 
Fourth In NAIB 
In 1946, Lew's first year at "X,'' 
the Musketeers won seven and 
lost 1 7. Last season though, the 
Hirtmen blazed through their 32-
game schedule with 24 victories 
against eight defeats, while set-
ting many team and individual 
records. In post-season competi-
tion, the Big Blue placed fourth 
in the NAIB Tourney to climax 
the greatest court campaign in 
Xavier history. 
An advocate o{ fitting the 
style to suit the talent, Hirt em-
ploys a double pivot offense 
highlighted by fast, aggressive 
tactics and smart, snappy ball 
handling. 0 
ski and Bob Hartmann round out 
the starting five. 
Coach Jack Reitemeir's cagers 
won 18 and lost four last year, 
one of their defeats coming at 
the hands of the Blue Battalion, 
Xavier winning a tight defensive 
battle 41-34 .. 
HANO.VER 
By George Jrit:se 
Hanover, fanatical Indiana bas-
ketball college, will roar into 
Schmidt Memorial Fieldhouse on 
Jan. 10 to do battle with the 
Musketeer cagers. The Hanover-
ians thus far .this season have a 
two one record by virtue of de-
feating both Ball State and Can-
terburry, while losing to Lew 
Hirt's alma mater, De Pauw, by 
a 62-41 count. 
Led by Joe Taff, who scored 
313 points in 21 games last year, 
the Hanover cage crew, com-
prised of nine returning letter-
men and a bevy of eager sopho-
mores, promise to give Xavier 
more of a battle than most sup-
porters of the Big Blue would 
imagin.e. 
Hoosiers Trip 
May Win Letters . X • C 
Coach Bill Feldhaus, director avier agers 
l11tra1nuralers 
of Xavier University's physical F Th• d w • 
education program, announced or ir in 
this week that he intends to or-
ganize a group of intramural 
captains with duties similar to 
those of the varsity .team man-
agers. 
These men, chosen indiscdmin-
ately, will serve the league to 
which they are assigned and not 
any individual team. Upon. com-
pletion of the various athletic 
seasons, they will then become 
eligible for freshman numerals 
or, if warranted, for the varsity X. 
All those who are interested 
are requested to contact Feld-
haus at his office in the Field-
house before the start of the 
Christmas vacation. 
UI( Wins Three 
Spots On Blue 
All Foe Squad 
, By Joe Meyer, Jr. 
The Wildcats of the University 
of Kentucky dominated the Xa-
vier All Opponent team selected 
by members of the Musketeer 
squad. UK placed three men on 
the team, while Dayton and the 
Quantico Marines each held two 
positions. 
Leader in the voting was Ross 
Lucia, 155-pound scatback from 
the University of Louisville. Sec-
ond in the voting was John Vil-
koski, stellar guard for the Uni-
versity of Cincinnati. 
At the ends, "Wah Wah" Jones 
of Kentucky paced the voting, 
while Hal Paul, Miami's pass-
catching fiend, holds down the 
other flanking position. 
Vilkoski, UC, At Guard 
By Jim Raafeld 
The Indiana Hoosiers, sparked 
by Bill Garrett and Lou Watson, 
rang up their third consecutive 
victory last Saturday night, de-
feating Xavier's Musketeers 63-
55 before a capacity crowd of 
11,000 fans in Bloomington. 
Although the Big Blue out-
scored their opponents 22-21 
from.the floor, they sank only 11 
free throws while the Hoosiers 
dropped 21 throguh the hoop. 
Garrett Stars 
Garrett, a loose-limbed exam-
ple of perpetual motion, broke 
the scoring ice seven seconds 
after the initial jump with a 25-
foot fielder, and Indiana did not 
relinquish the lead until late in 
the first half when Bill Cady, 
XU forward, put the Hirtmen 
out in front with a well executed 
hook shot. 
The Musketeers could not 
stand prosperity however, and 
the Hoosiers, helped by Garrett 
and Watson, racked up 14 points 
in the next four minutes to gain 
a 31-28 halftime lead. 
Mac Leads X 
Indiana widened the gap early 
in the second half to 46-33, and 
from that time on, Xavier was 
just another basketball team. At 
the final whistle, the Big Ten 
school led 63-55. 
Malcoldr McMullen, Musketeer 
captain, led the scorers with 17 
markers. Chick Boxwell and Art 
Morthorst sank eight each for the 
Blue. Guard Lou Watson, with 
16 points and Bill Garrett, for-
ward, with 21, were high . for 
the Hoosiers.· 
INDIANA 
FGFTP 
XAVIER 
Garrett, f 2 8 12 Cady, f 
The tackle slots are filled by Tosheif, f 4 o s Boxwell, f 
Bob Dunn of Dayton and another Schwartz, g 2 4 8 McQuadc, f 
FGFTP 
2 0 '4 
4 0 8 
0 2 2 
0 0 0 
1 0 2. 
2 1 5 
6 5 17 
2 1 5 
0 0 0 
3 2 8 
2 0 4 
Ring, g O 2 2 Hoffer, f 
man from UK, Bob Gain, 230- Watson, g 6 4 16 Kartholl, f Ritter, g 3 2 8 Korb, c pound All Southeastern selectee. Armstr•ng, g o o o McMullen, c 
Besides Vilkoski at guard is Buck, g 2 1 5 Alston, g Meyer, g 1 O 2 Benjamin, g 
Ed Whalen, John Carroll's de- stutcvllie, g o o o Morthorst, g 
fensive standout. Whalen took Lukemcy•r, g 1 o 2 Ruberg, g 
the guard post by virtue of one Totals 21 21 63 Totals 22 11 55 
vote over Cincinnati's Tom Blake. & 
Another defensive star holds . Mort' 
top honor at center. Bill Jesse, 
formerly of the Naval Academy 
and now playing with the Quan-
tico Marines, received two· more 
votes than Kentucky's Harry 
Ulinski. 
Backfield 
In the backfield the halfback 
choices were almost unanimous, 
Joe Bartos of Quantico walking 
away with one position, while 
the fleet Lucia took the other. 
Only two men received votes 
at the quarterback slot: Mel 
Olix of Miami and the husky 
signal caller from UK, George 
Blanda. Blanda won out by ob-
taining five more votes than Olix. 
At fullback Ray Janasek pf the 
University of Dayton, who raced 
75 yards to score the only Flyer 
touchdown against Xavier, was 
the Musketeer's choice. 
Halloran Prints 
Hoop Schedule 
·A billfold-size schedule of the 
X a v i e r Musketeer basketball 
team has been made available to 
all students by the Chesterfield 
Company, according to Jerry 
Halloran, ·their campus represen-
tative. 
The hoop schedule can be 
picked up in the bookstore at 
South Hall. 
Many local fans say that Art 
Morthorst is one of the finest 
basketball players ever to attend 
Xavier. Their praises seem to 
have foundation because the 22-
year-old Morthorst is having a 
private war on Xavier's individ-
ual scoring record. The 6'4" jun-
ior set a new all-time Musketeer 
scoring record last year when he 
dropped 323 points. With two 
more yeai·s to go, the former 
Purcell prepster will be out to 
better his own record. 
Art was selected second string 
NAIB All American last year 
when he served as captain of the 
Big Blue Basketeers. Art is an 
Army veteran and is married. 
• 
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Joe Meyer, Jr.'s NEWS LINE MADE DEAD If your hair isn't becoming to you, you should be coming to us 
THIS 'n' THATLINE OF TAVERN LINE 
~~~~~~~~~~"-~~ By Fretl Newbill 
Osborne's Barber Shop 
1726 Brewster Ave. 
(Just west of Montgomery Rd.) 
· A strong XU News line, never dented in the first half 
Inaccuracy from the free throw line was partially responsible --------------
for the Indiana loss, but a bigger factor was that the Hoosiers had and only slightly bent in the second, held the Mermaid Tavern 
a slightly better team on the floor Saturday night and a large crowd in check while a backfield of former high school stars skirted 
of vociferously partial spectators to boost them along the victory the Tavern ends for enough yardage to hang up a 15-0 victory 
trail. We write this engagement off as an early season loss that al- on Xavier's practice field. 
The Drug Store closest to 
Xavier University 
Tlie Abe Baumring. 
though it is a blemish on the record, will not have too great an The traditional game, played lqst Dec. 8 before about Pharmacy 
EVANSTON effect on t.he remainder of the schedule. 97 people, including subs and --------------
• • • • • Dick Hartigan's girl friend, was TAVERN o. Two plays later the half 
The aggregation of talent up from last year's freshman hoop 
squad is fitting in well with the returning veterans. Best of the lot 
to date has l:ieen Bill Cady, but it would not surprise anyone if Don 
Ruberg broke into the starting lineup, except, perhaps, Mr. Ruberg 
himself. 
• • • • • 
. Jovial Joe, master of the Bouncing Ball, will attempt to have 
the basketball spectators avidly follow, with their eyeballs, the 
"Let's All Sing and Be Happy Intermission Program". Oh, sweet 
mystery of life, how will the audience respond to the various flying 
discs? 
,. • • • • • 
Reports from Bowling Green indicate that the Falcons have not 
been hurt by graduation or pro invasions. Their most valuable 
player for the past two years, a 6'6" gentleman named Otten, is not 
to be considered overly tall for the BG squad. Right now the F'alcons 
can put five men on the floor, the shortest of whom would be 6'5", 
and the tallest 6'11", Charlie Share, originally from Cincinnati 
Western Hills. 
• • • • • 
The. removal of Ray Nolting as football coa~h at the Univer-
sity of Cincinnati will probably hurt the Musketeers. If Sid Gilman 
is installed to guide the destinies of the McMicken pigskinners, and 
brings along John Dromo as backfield coach and Joe Madro as line 
coach, the Bearcats will be a hard team to beat. Nolting, who had 
two winning seasons by virtue of a score of returning lettermen 
from the great UC teams of 1941 and 1942, met his Waterloo when 
untried, non-service returnees were called upon to fill the ranks 
left vacant by graduation, injuries, pro calls, etc. 
• • • • • 
There is a rumor that has run rampant at Xavier that must be 
.halted. Tito Carinci, contrary to some opinions, is not having schol-
astic difficulties. Tito, recipient of two A's, is troubled only by logic, 
which course has been notorious since the days of Prof. Journet 
Kahn. 
• • • • • 
Lew Hirt has lately been beset by a mystery that calls for the 
combined talents of Sherlock Holmes, Ellery Queen and Perry 
Mason. One day at practice he had 17 · men racing about, the next 
day he had 16. Thought Mr. Hirt, "He might be sick." 
A quick check with the Health Service revealed nothing. A call 
to the missing man's quarters was answered thus: "Haven't seen 
him all day. Neither has anyone else." 
Mr. Hirt decided that perhaps the young man had suddenly 
been called home. But no, the main office knew nothing of his 
whereabouts, other than that he had been absent from all classes. 
Mrs. Thinnes, the switchboard operator, was then contacted. She re-
called no messages, long distance or otherwise, for the erant lad. 
In this manner one James McGowan, sophomore, basketball 
center, high jumper, disappeared from the Xavier family. 
Mr. Hirt was philosophical about the disappearance. Better to 
have those who are dissatisfied leave now than shortly before a 
tournament, as was the case of Howard Schueller. 
• • • • • 
Whiz Steenken is still troubled by his bum knee. A veteran of 
the '47 cage warfare season, Willie the Whiz is only able to go about 
five minutes at full speed in a game, but in those five minutes he 
can bring chaos to the opposition's defense. 
. . . . •, 
Dick Korb, who is better known by an assortment of nicknames 
headed by such realistic appellations as Angel, Gorilla, Baby Face, 
Killer ari.d King Kong, is up to his old tricks again this year. The 
young gentleman with the unpleasant look goes into the · game, 
scowls at his personal opponent, then proceeds to amaze whoever 
that unfortunate person may be by popping away at the bucket 
with a left handed hook shot and a behind the back pass. It is said 
that Bob Brown, giant Miami center who had the misfortune to 
come into contact-close contact-with our Richard last season, 
views the Xavier encounter with an air of hesitation, no doubt 
fearing that Coach Hirt will start his schock troops, led by Korb 
at center, and then send in the first team for mopping up operations. 
• • • • • 
The announcement of the Associated Press All Ohio team shows 
that two Xavier men were selected on the first squad, while three 
others were given honorable mention. Jim DeFranco, junior end, and 
pudgy Steve O'Dea, sophomore center, were the recipients of the 
top awards. Bob McQuade, Jim Liber and Jim Marek were on the 
honorable mention list. 
• • • • • 
Sad news for the student body greets us this week. According 
to Al Stephan, Director of Athletics, it will be necessary to charge 
the students an additional fee for admittance to basketball games 
played at the Cincinnati Gardens. In all probability this fee will 
not exceed one dollar for Xavier promoted games.· However, the 
Long Island fray is an outside promotion, thus Stephan does not 
know what arrangements will be made for holders of activity books. 
• • • • • 
The recent game between the News and the Mermaid Tavern 
proves a point we have long contended. When, in the second half, 
the Mermaid team came forth with several members of the Edgemont 
Tavern team, none of whom had any affiliation with the Mermaid 
branch-in fact, one of them was rumored not to be a Xavier stu-
dent-we were convinced that it was true: All Taverns are alike. 
1
, ended. 
c mched late in th.e fourth perh The teams battled evenly throughout 
od when center Jim Keefe in- the tihrd period. The Tavern picked up Its first first down when Field Judge 
tercepted a pass on the Tavern John Leugers ruled that center Jim Keefe 
40 d 'd d b t 'f' bl k had interfered with a pass receiver The , an , a1 e Y a ern lC oc Tavern made another first as Levi a 
by Jim Rasfeld which took out non Tavern member, plunged thro~gh 
guard for 15 yards. The News held and 
two men, raced over. Ryan punted 60 yards, the ball rolling 
Previoulsy Art Ney had scored dend over the News goal line as the period ended. 
on a 12-yard end run in the sec- Officials Booed 
ond period. On the ensuing kick-
off the ball took a bad bounce, 
and was downed on the Tavern 
one. Jim Keefe trapped the Tav-
ern runner behind the goal line 
on the next· play and the score 
was 9-0. The News line was so 
strong that the Tavern's net gain 
in the first half was minus 15 
yards. 
McQuaclc vs. Keefe 
Bob McQuade, who really did not seein 
lo be too impressed with Gerry Keefe's 
work, was heard to ask solicitously 
whether Gerry wanted to borrow Bob's 
handkerchief so that he could clean his 
!,(lasses. I<ecfc declined with thanks. 
The News picked up three £irst downs 
on three plays, but stalled on the Taver11 
20. The Tavern failed to gain. Jim Keefe 
intercepted a fourth down despnration 
pass on the Tavern 40 and scored, aided 
materially by Rnsficld's great block. The 
extra point try failed. NEWS 15- TAV-
E:HN O. Three plays later the game ended. 
t-Jews Coach McQunde, who had chal-
lenged referee Keefe to a duel, Invited 
him to a local spot where they spant the 
rest of the day. Linesman Mayer was 
commended for his work by all, even 
by News line conch Tom Ballnbnn. Tom 
Hanna refused to comment for a while, 
but soon was in his usual good mood as 
lhe squads ambled off the field. 
XAVIER's FAVORITE 
BARBER 
JULIUS LOHR 
3757 Montgomery Road 
3 Blocks East of Campus 
Attention Students 
Take advantage of 
Our money saving offer 
$5.00 Food Books for $4.25 
Patsy Klein's 
Restaurant 
3472 Reading Road 
Cincinnati 29, Ohio 
Telephone .. Avon 9474 
The Tavern won the toss and elected to 
kick-off, defending the n o r th goal. 
Schroeder got the ball on his 10 and 
returned it to the 50. The News picked 
up a first down, but a penalty forced 
them to kick on the next series of clowns. 
The Tavern failed to gain and Splain 
kicked to the 50 where the ball rolled r~------------------....;;;.;;,;;...;;,;;,;;;,;;,;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
dencl. Hartigan made 15 yards and a 
first down for the News, but Ryan in-
tercepted a pass as the quarter ended. 
News Coach Bob McQuade was heard 
to tell referee Gerry Keefe to stay awake. 
He also had a few words for head lines-
man Henry Mayer. SCORE A'f THE END 
OF THE FIRST QUARTER, NEWS O-
TA VERN O. 
Ryan gained three yards, the only 
ground gained by the Tavern in the 
first half, and on fourth down Splain 
punted to the Tavern 35, where the ball 
was dead. Wlegle Intercepted Scluoeder's 
pass on the Tavern 30 where he was 
downed. Failing to gain (fourth and 21) 
Splain kicked to the News 33. Ney re-
turned the ball to the Tavern 40. Har-
tigan gained 10, Ney got 6, and Hartigan 
picked up 20 more, making a first down 
on the Tavern 12. Ney scored on a 12-
yard right end sweep. Hollmeyer plunged 
for the e:ctra point. NEWS 7-TAVERN O. 
The kick-off took a bad bounce over 
Splaln's head and rolled to the one. Dauer 
brought It back to the three. On the 
next play Jim Keefe caught Ryan be-
hind the goal line for a safety. NEWS 9-
Xavier To Lacli 
Entrant In Post 
Golden Gloves 
By Jncli- Scliroetler 
Contrary to. a statement which 
was printed in a local newspaper, 
there will be no elimination ser-
ies conducted at Xavier to deter-
mine entrants in the Cincinnati 
Post Golden Gloves Tournament. 
Mr. Ray Baldwin, athletic 
trainer, says, that because of time 
limitations and a lack of the 
necessary facilities, such a pro-
gram is out of the question. 
Wanted: Boxing 
However it is our opinion that 
there are quite a few potential 
entrants at Xavier who would be 
more than willing . to represent 
the school in such an undertaking. 
Since this tournament is one of 
the outstanding sports events of 
the year, and since a Xavier 
team would be conspicuous by 
its absence, we feel that the 
aforesaid difficulties, if they ac-
tually do exist, can be overcome. 
It is a well known fact around 
the campus that there is several 
hundred dollars worth of equip-
ment lying unused in the athletic 
office. As for the time limitations, 
we believe that with a few hours 
practice each day, any fellow 
could round himself into shape in 
plenty of time for the tourna-
ment. 
Coach Is Problem 
Savoir Faire Gifts 
Created by Dorothy· Gray 
A sophisticated fragrance like Savoir Faire 
is th1e gift superlative this Christmas. Give 
it in worldly exquisite Eau de Parfum--
12.M 
Savoir Faire Compact, gold-plated with 
black masque ... for loose powder-10.00 
Savoir Faire lipstick to match compact, in 
six Dorothy Gray shades 3.M 
Prices plus 20% Fed. tax 
MABLEY'S TOILETRIES : STREET FLOOR T h e coaching situation is another question. But certainly 
there is someone on the staff who 
knows the finer points of the H b I ... c 
game and would be.willing to give a e y • are w 
up a little of his sparetime to teach the less educated aspirants .• ., _________________________ _. 
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Doivn Front XOMM PLANS 
'Mary Of Scotland' Score_d As ~~!r~~!r~~~~~~rit, 
Outstandl.ng Collegi·ate Drama dormant since the end of the war, is now reactivating. The 
By Al Mo1er members of this organization ai:e 
There are probably. a good many people on and off cam- working on a new constitution 
. . . · with a three-fold purpose in 
pus who are counting among their recent misfortunes the view. The Order aims to promote 
fact that they missed the Masque Society's production of (1) national defense, (2) the 
"Mary of Scotland." And well they may, for in this presenta- ROTC at Xavier, and (3) the 
tion the dramatic group attained artistic heights seldom social side of the Military De-
reached in campus productions-certainly not attained at Xa- partment. As soon as the con-
. . · stitution is ratified election of of-
vier m recent years. ficers will take place and the 
Two elements were so outstanding in making the play a success order will begin activity. 
that they must receive special notice. One was the inspired direct- • • • 
ing of Victor Dial, and the other was the scintillating performance Following the examples set by 
of Sue Fischer as Mary. their sons in the Rifle Club, nine 
- It is generally unfortunate and often disastrous to speak of one members of the Dads' Club have 
art in terms of another. But the comparison was so. striking the formed a rifle team of their own. 
other night that I couldn't easily dismiss it from my mind. I couldn't The dads have been lining up 
help thinking of the play as a great piece of music (actually it is, their sights and have challenged 
poetical.) It seemed much the same as a great concerto being pos- the Rifle Team to a shoulder to 
sesse<l of imagination and superlative ability. Sue Fischer followed shoulder match. Members of the 
that masterful hand easily and gracefully, breathing life into the team are being rather wary 
lovely Mary and bringing her before us-a gracious, loving, stub- about this important competi-
born, religious Queen. She made us well aware of the beauty of tion. 
sound which is so often forgotten in the theatre. Anderson's play is • • • 
a poetic drama and much of it should be spoken as poetry. In pas- On or about Jan. 5 inspectors 
sage after dangerous passage, loaded with temptation for t'1e un- of the Second Army Area rep-
wary, Miss Fischer spoke her lines with feeling and restraint, ap- resenting Lt. Gen. L. T. Gerow 
proadting ever closer to the poetic heights designed for her by the will be at Xavier. These men will 
masterful playwright. visit classes, inspect equipment 
Falter Noticed than as the murderer, Ruthven. and generally take note of the 
Only in the final scene did she I was much surprised at the military at Xavier. 
falter. I must note here that I force and interest with which 
saw the play on Saturday night, William Sullivan gave us Lord Alchemysts Take 
and that the cast had spent six Morton, and at the rather ef-
grueling hours on the stage. I fective dignity of Bob McGraw's 14 New Men 
don't intend for this to be con- Burghley. Th' 1 1rty-seven students with 14 
strued in any way as an alibi, The remainder of the large or more hours in chemistry were 
because good acting will stand up cast did their parts with excep- initiated into the Alchemyst Club 
under a lot of strain, but I feel tional sympathy, and for the· last Friday evening on the Ev-
certain that, in the light of her most part, artistry. The costumes anston Campus. 
remarkable performance in the were appropriate and eye-catch- The ceremonies took place at 
rest of the play, Sue Fischer's ing, the staging was effective North Hall where the new men 
acting in the last scene must have and the lighting well executed. were required to perform a few 
been the result of fatigue. Dial Justifies Record menial duties such as walking on 
Whalen As Bothwell The cast and technical staff of stones in their bare feet and tak-
Possibly the same might be "Mary of Scotland" have much ing turns standing in a room with 
said of Walter Whalen. I must reason to be proud of the ex- hot steam turned on them. 
admit to a faint trace of disap- ceptional artistic achievement of The initiation was preceded by 
pointment in his portrayal of their first production. To Victor a meeting of the entire club in 
Lord Bothwell. Most of us have Dial should go all the superla- South Hall where it was decided 
seen Whalen perform before, and tives that can be accorded a di- that all new plans and rules 
the job he's turned in has always rector of great stature. Good and would be deferred until the next 
been first-rate. A lot of har!l imaginative directing was evident meeting. 
work went into his creation of in so many passages of the play. r,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;!!;i 
James Hepburn, but somehow or I'd like to single out particularly 
other, what came out just wasn't the soliloquy-like delivery of 
Bothwell. Only in the farewell many of Mary's speeches, so that 
scene did I feel that he had found the pure music of the poetry was 
himself. Bothwell was an odd not sacrificed for "making a_ 
mixture of rawness and affection, point" dramatically. In speaking 
a creature full of dash and daring. of Mr. Dial earlier this year, I 
Whalen's Bothwell was rather remarked that he's a man who 
blustery, and a shade too severe. knows what he's talking about. 
If it weren't for that final scene I'd like to add now that he's also 
in the Second Act, I'd say that a man who knows how to tell 
he couldn't do it. But that scene other people what they're talk-
MIKE'S 
BARBER SHOP 
Cleanay & Montgomery Rds. 
Halrcuttlnl' 
75c 
A few squares east 
of the Barracks 
convinced me that it's there, and ing about. 
he must bring it out. F~-;;;---------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Wolf, Grice Effective 
Elizabeth, the basilisk, "the 
serpent whose breath and even 
look was fatal," was accurately 
and forcefully done by Doris 
Wolf; and Dermot Grice ranted 
quite effectively as the fanatical 
Knox. The finest and most re-
strained piece of acting among 
the male members of the cast 
was done by William Schulte. 
His portrayal of the tragicomic, 
early-drinking, baby-faced Darn-
ley showed a fine taste for mod-
eration. Had his characterization 
leaned the slightest bit to either 
side, it would have appeared 
either dull or idiotic. This, among 
other bits I've mentioned, are 
further evidences of skillful di-
rection. 
Hooley As Rizzo 
John Hooley, as the poetic 
weakling, Rizzo, gave a fine il-
lustration of the type of acting 
called "personality" acting, or 
acting "from within." Although 
his accent slipped quite fre-
quently it didn't matter, for he 
seemed to have captured the 
true warmth and color of the 
unfortunate secretary's personal-
ity. Lou Bunning was infinitely 
better as Jamie, the first guard, 
WHAT IS 
ELECTRICITY ? , 
Electricity is energy ... energy that lights homes, powers 
radios and refrigerators, "sweeps" rugs, washes and irons 
clothes, lightens many another household chore. Economical 
electrical energy has helped make the American standard 
of living the highest in the world. 
THE CINCINNATI GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY 
A self-supportinr, business-mana1ed company. ____________________________________ __. 
' Jack-of-all-trades Is 'Whitey', 
Acting As XU's Traffic Cop 
School's Employee ls 
True Son Of Aulde Sod 
By Jolin Cade 
Brian Charles ·(Whitey) Ken-
nedy, Xavier's hard-boiled traf-
fic cop a-la-supreme, who is 
alleged to have stood side by side 
with Brian Boru when he kissed 
the blarney stone, is one of the 
most popular, well-liked persons 
around the campus. 
Since r u m o r has it that 
"Whitey" 'dug the hole for the 
"Whitey" Kennedy 
cornerstone of the Union House, 
it can be reasonably assumed that 
he has been around for quite a 
while. 
Whitey' lives with his wife, 
Mrs. Sarah Kennedy, in -O'Brien-
ville, more familiarly known as 
"Dutchtown," where he was born 
and raised. He has two married 
daughters, and three grand chil-
dren, and when the kids ask 
".Grandpa Whitey" for a story, he 
tell them about the days when 
Cincinnati was twice as big as 
Chicago, when the old new look 
was in, and when you could get 
a nickel beer and a free lunch 
down at Finnegan's. 
His only comment on the pres-
ent parking situation is, "There 
ain't no use in them soft-talk-
in' students tryin' to salve me 
into lettin' them park in the fac-
ulty block. They can just go down 
and park in the dump for all I 
care." 
"Semper Fidelis" is the way 
that his fellow-employees des-
cribe him. Although his official 
title is "gardener," he can be 
seen, any winter morning after 
a big snow, shoveling off the 
steps, and cussing out the weath-
er in words of Irish yore. In the 
summertime, he does all the land-
scaping and gardening on cam-
pus. His artistic work has drawn · 
many a compliment from both 
student and ?wisitor alike. 
For many years of faithful, 
hard-working service, Xavier 
salutes~ you, Brian Kennedy. 
Student. are asked to Ra)' 
out. of Hinkle Hall unlea theJ 
have business therein. 
Raincoats 
Umbrellas 
Ru~bers 
Galoshes 
for men, women 
and children. 
The 'After Six' 
Tuxedo .. " .. 
For Christmas 
Formals-
49.50 
Such complete ease 
has be·en tailored into 
these tuxedos. Gone 
are the corset-like 
stiffness, weighty 
fabrics and hour-
glass outlines. "After 
Six" designers have 
combined business-
sui t comfort with for-
mal elegance to make 
"going formal'~ a very 
special pleasure. Reg-
ulars, shorts, longs 
and stouts. 
Arrow Dress Shirts ... 
. 5.95 
Beau Brummel Ties • 
1.00 
Men's Shop - First Floor 
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~urope Is 'Scarred And Scared,' ~Olin~il ~ay Makel ~:s;~ec~:~c~y s:;.:ul~oc~::i~!~: P&G Co1nptroller 
C R F .. w I h s Constitutional mittee." . To Talk In Jan. an ecover' r. a s ays A d Dick Henkel, chairman of the K y S"dd 11 . t 11 f 
• mmen ment Atheletic Board, announced that · · 1 a • comp ro er o 
by Tim Dared his board had prepared a report the Proctor and Gamble Co., will 
''Scarred and scared" best describes Europe today, Rev. (Continued from P_a~e 3> on the Legion of Honor and that speak before the Xavier Account-
Gerald G. Walsh, S.J., told the X. U. Forum Sunday night cial activities in general, with it had been submitted to the Ath- h b" "A 
the exception of social functions ing Society on t e su JCct, c-
in his talk, "Can Eur9pe Survive?" of student organizations which letic Board of Control. Henkel counting for Inflation," next 
F th W I h "d th t th '11 f E h 1 also mentioned the poor response a er as sa1 a el so urope were psyc o og- are open only to members of said Jan. 11. 
of the day-hop students to the ical as well as political and economic. "The people cannot student organizations, and specif- intramural program. He asked 
find solid footing of any kind while such turbulent history ically the financial budgets and the class presidents to inform the 
is being made around them." plans for all dances, excluding students that they would have no 
The Society, meeting in South 
Hall at 8 p.m., will have as its 
special guests the members of the 
Economics Club. T k . th t" . t" . Church. those functions excepted above, share in the sports-program if a mg e op imis ic view, In presenting his qualifications presented on and off the Evan- · 
h th k "d th t they did not attend the league's t~;:v:~s a eg:::ache:n:eaifor r:- for being able to speak on Eu- ston Campus in the name of Xa- preliminary organization meet-
rope, Father Walsh said he had vier University by any class or 
covery under the proper condi- lived in Europe for 20 years be- student organization of the Evan- ings. 
Siddall was recently elected 
president of the Comptrollers 
Institute of America. 
tions. h d d :::::;;;;~;:::;:;~;=;;::;::;;:;:~~~=~=======;;;;;1 fore the war and a ma e two ston Campus of Xavier Univer- f 
"Undoubtedly, we must begin trips since the war, one in 1947 sity." A two-thirds majority of ATOP CINCINNATI'S 
on the economic level in any re- and another last summer. During the members present is required HISTORIC MUSIC HALL 
covery program. In the long run, these . trips, when he covered to put the amendment on the 
Europe must save herself and to Italy, Trieste, and the zones of books. Councilmen anticipate a 
- save herself she must pay the bill Germany, including a very il- full house of 21 members for the 
herself by her own production." luminating trip behind the Iron debate and vote at the next 
Marshall Plan Curtain, he interviewed more gathering . 
. ·-Father Walsh came out un- than 1,500 D. P.'s mostly scholars Bernie Downey, opposing the 
equivocally for the Marshall and profess9rs. amendment, and board-chairman 
Plan, saying that ~t offered the Gorman previewed the hot de-
only sensible, workable scheme Vetarcus Club bate looked for on Jan. 3 by 
for building an economic sub- sketching the pro's and con's of 
structure. T ff ld · p t the issue for the councilmen to 
Another necessary 'factor is O 0 . Ur Y think over. Gorman said that "the ' ~: '" '"' ,,,:,:1,::.>.~ ·····. :;;t@:fi\tf. . '" ''%. CINCINNATI'S LARGEST AND FINEST DANCE FLOOR 
SATURDAY EVENING SUNDAY EVENING 
·some form of a l!~ited ~tat~s of For Needy 'Kids' Social committee shouldn't have 
Europe. The pohbcal intrigues to check on every 16-cent beer 
and bickering of a traditionally Announcement of a Christmas that disappears at a club meet-
turbulent continent have no place Party this Sunday for the first ing. The Social Committee's pur- and his Orchestra and his Orchestra 
in the duel of West against East, and second grade pupils of Holy pose in checking budgets is to · 
CLYDE TRASK JOHNNY LONG 
Make New Year's. Eve Reservations Now! Phone CH 3086 
says Father Walsh. Trinity parish was made at the prevent a financial loss and the ~~~~~~~~~~;;;;;;;;;~~~~~~~~~~ii~iii~ 
"I.n planning for a United Evening College's C h r i st m a s consequent bad name that may 
. -·3933333::1::1~::1~::1~~ States of Europe, we are merely dance last Sunday night in the be pinned on the school. If a 
providing the political oxygen school auditorium. Using the party or dance is closed to all 
the historical reality c a 11 e d guise of a "letter to Santa" the but the members of a club, they 
Christendom can breathe. Vetarcus Club through its presi- won't go in the red. Such a small 
Church Needed dent, Edmund McGee, asked stu- affair could be handled easily by 
"By understanding how Christ- dents to donate money or toys to club moderators and responsible 
endom was corn and lived for help provide "a Christmas" for officers." 
the thousand years from the these needy children. Downey declared that "this 
fourth to the fourteenth century The CSMC unit each year amendment could defeat the pur-
we shall understand on what sponsors a party for the children pose of the Social Committee. If 
terms Europe can survive." of this parish at which oranges large functions don't have their 
In closing Father Walsh said and candy are distributed. Toys budgets checked, they may go 
that to believe the Church could collected at the Evening College overboard and give the school a 
build a civilization is wrong, but dance will be used at this party. bad name. Even in some. small 
if is-more wrong fo believe a A traditional feature of this af- affairs clubs could lose money 
Too Importa~t To Forget.-
The tremendous value of milk as. a natural 
energy restoring food makes it an essential 
in every student's diet. 
J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO. 
2519 Vine Street AV~6480 
permarien~ civilization and cul- fair .is the presentation of a mini- because of the lack of strict sup- :=a 
ture could be built without the ature crib. ervision. I believe that large Ci#llt#li#l@r=Jr= e= r= F r= r= r= er=ep:::;p · 
f· 
! 
,··· 
i 
SMOKE Camels for 30 days ••• it's revealing- and it's fun to learn 
for yourself. 
I.et YOUR. OWN THROAT tell 
you the wonderful story of Camel's 
cool, cool mildness. Let YOUR 
OWN TASTE tell you about the 
rich, full flavor of Camel's choice 
tobaccos-so carefully aged and 
expertly blended. 
In a recent n•tlonal test, 
hundreds of men and women 
smoked Camels, and only 
Camels, for thirty consecutive 
days-an average of 1to2 packs 
a day. Noted throat speclallsts 
examined the throats of these 
smokers every week (a total of 
2470 examinations> and reported 
NO THROAT· IRRITATION 
due to smokh1g CAMELS! 
Tl)' Cameli and test them a1 you 1mokuhem. ~f, at •f!Y time, 
you are not convinced that Camels are the mildest cigarette 
you ever 1moked, return the package with t~e unused Cameli 
and we will refund its full purchase price, plus postage. 
(Sil••il) a. J. B.eyaold1 Tobacco Company, Winscoa·Salem, 
North Carolina. 
MORE DOCTORS 
SMOKE CAMELS THAN ANY 
OTHER CIGARETTE 
Docton 9111oke for pleasure, tool And whea 
three lndlaa lndepeadeat raearch oraanlza• 
dona ukcd 113,597 doccon what ciaarctre the)' 
amoked, _die brand llallled mott ~u Camell 
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Germany In 'Crisis Of Sect1larism' Says 
Priest From Hamburg Ol1servi11g U. S. Here 
Spending Six Montbs Visiting In This Country; 
Is At Xavier For Five Montbs Before Returning 
By Al illoser 
much stronger than in the United 
States." There are many out-
standing Catholic professors on 
the faculties of these schools. 
In Hamburg, approximately 94 
11er cent of the population is 
Protestant-but Protestant only 
in name, not in practice. Of the 
at Xavier until January. After <M~~~~~~><e><!~~~~~~ 
leaving here he will visit Chicago, • 
Washington, and New York be- • 
fore returning to Hamburg to : 
continue his work. 
Students are requested to 
bring their used sales tax 
stamps to the switchboard in 
Hinkle Hall for the benefit of 
the Society Of Jesus. 
RECORDS 
SHEET MUSIC 
GREETING CARDS 
• • 
SONG SHOP 
34-36 E. Fifth St~ 
On Fountain Square 
The priests at Xavier have welcomed into their home a fellow 
Jesuit from Hamburg, Germany, He is Rev. Paul Bolkovac, S.J., who 
has come to America for six months to study our way of life and 
to find out the situation here in regard to Secularism. Germany, at 
the present time, is experiencing what Father Bolkovac describes 
as the "crisis of Secularism,'' which is taking place in small but in-
fluential groups. To observe this same situation in this country and 
work it into his own experience is the object of his trip. 
4500 Pl'otestant stnclents in Ham- ---------------------------
Father Bolkovac is intensely interested in German students and 
student problems. The city of Hamburg, where he lives, has about 
one and a half million inhabitants. During the war, 50 per cent of 
all the homes were totally demolished and 30 per cent were par-
tially destroyed. One third of the population are living in garages, 
stables, and cellars. The remainder who live in homes are sharing 
their rooms. In most apartments, three families share the facilities 
of one. 
burg, only 300 belong to the 
Protestant Stnclent 01·ganization. 
The rest don't 1n·actice or even 
know anything about religion. 
But there is a small minority of 
stuclents who face the serious 
questions of human life. Father 
In answer to the question, 
"What can t.he American Cath-
olic student clo asicle from an or-
ganizecl relief program to help 
ancl encourage his fellow stnclent 
in Germany?" Father Bolkovac 
said: Letters are of prime im-
pol'tance. It is mostly through 
letters that the American can un-
derstand the conclitions in Ger-
many, ancl the German learn the 
American way of life. Seconclly, 
all students who are able shoulcl 
attencl the international stuclent 
meetings during the summer va-
cations. Ancl finally, student ex-
change. This is the most import-
ant of all ancl should be encour-
Into these almost intolerable 
conditions have come nearly a 
thousand students from Eastern 
Germany, the area occupied by 
the Russians and Poles. This mi-
"America." After the war he ma{le 
contact with some former So-
cialists, Liberals, ancl National 
Socialists. The war hacl gl'eatly 
clisturbecl these people. They hacl 
lost their olcl foundations ancl 
were gro1>ing for something new. 
The group inclnclecl artists, jour-
nalists, w1·itcrs, actors, ancl dan-
cers. 
When asked about Catholic uni-
versities in Germany, Father 
Bolkovac replied that Germany 
has no Catholic university, "But," 
he added, "the influence of re-
ligion and Christianity on state 
and municipal universities is 
agecl the most. 
Father Bolkovac will remain 
ORCHESTRAS 
TO FIT EVERY BUDGET 
NO BAND TOO BIG - NO BAND TOO SMALL 
The Barney Rapp Agency 
CALL RUTH RI LEY MA 0003-MA 0004 
Paul Bolkovac, S.J. 
gration has brought the total 
number of students in Hamburg 
up to about five thousand. Of 
these five thousand students, 20 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
per cent or nearly one thousand, 
have nothing. They have no 
home, no money and no family. 
And the students who do have 
families receive little or nothing 
from their parents because most 
of them have suffered from 
bombing. 
Father Bolkovac sums up the 
students' problems in two ques-
tions which they are asking to-
day: "How can I get my money 
to eat, to keep warm, for this 
week, this month?" and "How 
can I finish my studies and get 
my degree as soon as possible?". 
Everyone is anxious to get' 
through school and begin his 
career. And everyone in Germany 
is wondering how soon the Third 
World War will be upon us. 
Father Bolkovac was born in 
Cologne and enterecl the Society 
of Jesus there in 1928. After 
studying in Holland ancl teaching 
in Denmark, be returnecl to Ger-
many in 1939 to take up a post 
in l\lunich with the Catholic 
monthly, "Stimmen der Zeit," 
which is quite similar to our 
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Where. -.There's Coke 
There's Hospitality 
~, 
::.~ 
.,:: 
Ask /or it either way ••• 6ot!t 
trade-marks mean the same thing. 
IOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COi A rrw "-' "" "" 
THE COCA-COLA BO'fTLING WORKS COMPANY 
© 1948, The Coca·Cola Company 
/ 
/ 
A perfect Christmas gift for all seasons 
RAIN FAIR 
Commanding style ... fine gabardine. fab-
ric sheds water and retains its smartness 
through the worst downpour ... smart rqg-
lan shoulders and fly front, yoke and sleeves 
lined with lustrous rayon ... give him this 
practical gift that never stops giving 
sizes 34 to 46 in regular, short, long. 
Mail and Phone 
Orders Filled-MA 6800 
